Funny Families

Honestly, We Meant Well by Grant Ginder (FIC Ginder, G.)
A funny, brilliant novel proving that with family, drama always comes with comedy.

Good Talk: A Memoir in Conversations by Mira Jacob (GN BIOG Jacob, M.)

This is Where I Leave You by Jonathan Tropper (FIC Tropper, J.)
A novel about love, marriage, divorce, family, and the ties that bind—whether we like it or not.

The Nest by Cynthia D'Aprix Sweeney (FIC SWEENEY, C.)
Melody, Beatrice, and Jack Plumb gather to confront their charismatic and reckless older brother, Leo, freshly released from rehab.

Mostly Dead Things by Krisen N. Arnett (FIC ARNETT, K.)

Where'd You Go, Bernadette by Maria Semple (FIC SEMPLE, M.)
A touching novel about a family coming to terms with who they are, and the power of a daughter's love for her imperfect mother.

Let's Pretend This Never Happened by Jenny Lawson (BIOG LAWSON, J.)
When Jenny Lawson was little, all she ever wanted was to fit in. That dream was cut short by her fantastically unbalanced father and a morbidly eccentric childhood.

#IMOMSOHARD by Kristin Hensley & Jen Smedley (306.87 HEN)

We're All Damaged by Matthew Norman (FIC NORMAN, M.)
Norman has written a sweet story about family and love and how they sustain us.